
Overstepping
Start with the phrase “DEJAVU”, which you might be feeling after reading this text

PHASE 0:
1. There are two roman numeral letters in the string. Add all the roman numerals letters

that occur exactly twice in a bag of Scrabble tiles before the first of these, in decreasing
order of how many straight lines they take to write (as capital letters), and replace the
second one with the word ROMAN.

2. Find the substring of four letters with the lowest word sum (A=1, B=2, C=3…), and
replace these four letters with one letter with the same word sum.

3. There is a country in your string. Change the last letter of your string to the first letter
of that country.

4. Double the letter that looks like half of the letter that you just changed a letter into in
the previous step.

PHASE 1:
5. There should be a 6 letter Italian surname in your string. Add one letter to make it into

a 7 letter Russian surname.
6. Shift the first letter of the string forward by 1
7. If there is the name of a video game by Terry Cavanagh in your string, add the name of

that game’s soundtrack directly before the name of the game. Otherwise, jump to step
5.

PHASE 2:
8. Shift the second letter of the string forward by 1
9. Change any occurrence of the letter whose ASL sign is a gesture meaning “Peace out”

to the letter whose ASL sign is a gesture meaning “Over there!”
10. If there exists a two letter MPAA rating in your string, change every occurrence of it to

what this rating used to be called before 1972, and jump to step 8
11. Remove any triple letters currently in the string.
12. Change the last letter of the string into the first half of the name of the continent

whose shape most closely resembles that letter… I guess

PHASE 3:
13. For each two letter substring of PERIODIC TABLE that is a chemical symbol currently in

your string, replace that string with the element it’s the chemical symbol for, and delete
the letter directly after it in your string.

14. If your string ends in the name of a song by someone who shares a last name with me,
delete the country you found in step 3, Otherwise, jump to step 13.

15. Shift the third letter of the string forward by 1



16. If the string contains the reversed name of a greek letter, delete the first occurrence
and jump to step 15, otherwise replace every consonant from that fast part of the
alphabet after the first occurrence of one in your string with the last letter in the fast
part of the alphabet.

17. Replace the letter directly before any letters you just replaced in the last step (“before”
being “before in the string”) with the letter directly before the letter you replaced those
letters with (“before” being “before in the alphabet”)

PHASE 4:
18. Shift the fourth letter of the word by 1
19. Add as few letters as possible to make the name of South America’s largest mountain

range a substring of your string
20. If there exists a four-letter word that would most commonly be a verb if you change its

last letter to N, replace it with a four-letter word for childhood toys that do this verb
and then repeat this step.  (There won’t be the first time you get here!)

21. If there exists a four-letter word you might see while driving, replace it with a word that
precedes it in racecar driving, and then jump to step 18. Otherwise, undo what you
most recently did in steps 18, 19, and 20 before continuing.

22. Replace the entire string starting directly after the second occurrence of the name of
the hunt you are doing, with the letter whose position in the alphabet is the number of
the hunt you are doing.

PHASE 5:
23. Shift the fifth letter of the word by 1
24. If the string ends in a Chinese Zodiac sign, change it into the next Chinese Zodiac sign

in chronological order
25. If the string has a Super Smash Bros Brawl character, change it to the next one on the

character select screen with all characters unlocked (wrapping to MARIO if the string
currently contains LUCAS. If the string currently has more than one character, choose
the one which starts earliest in the string)

26. If the string has some word longer than 2 letters repeated twice in a row, replace both
of them with the first letter of the type of thing that comes up when you Google that
word (remove both occurrences, but only add one letter in their place), otherwise jump
to step 23.

27. Reverse the last three letters of the string. You should now have a two word answer
(The first word coming from the letters you’ve been shifting in the left half, and the
second coming from the result of the transformations in the right half.)


